Career: Lawyer
• Lawyer – One learned in law who represents clients in criminal or civil trials.
Job Duties:

• B.L.S. – 30% work over 50 hours a week
• B.L.S. – 23% are self employed
Education Level:

- 4 year college degree
- 3 year law school degree
- Bar Exam
Student Group Activity: Bar Exam

Question

As a group read through this question and attempt to determine what the correct answer would be.

1. Davis decided to kill Adams. He set out for Adams’s house. Before he got there he saw Brooks, who resembled Adams. Thinking that Brooks was Adams, Davis shot at Brooks. The shot missed Brooks but wounded Case, who was some distance away. Davis had not seen Case.

   In a prosecution under a statute that proscribes any attempt to commit murder, the district attorney should indicate that the intended victim(s) was/were

   (A) Adams only.
   (B) Brooks only.
   (C) Case only.
   (D) Adams and Brooks.
Salary:

• $78,310 - $118,280
Types of Lawyers

#1 – Bankruptcy Lawyer
Example: Debt Law
Types of Lawyers

#2 – Business/Corporate Lawyer

Example: Patent Law
Types of Lawyers

#3 – Civil Rights Lawyer
Example: Human Rights
Types of Lawyers

#4 – Criminal Defense Attorney

Example: Crime
Types of Lawyers

#5 – DUI Lawyer

Example: Drunk Biking
Types of Lawyers

#6 – Employment Lawyer

Example: Employee Rights

IF YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO WORK, Don’t let anyone take it away.
Types of Lawyers

#7 Immigration Lawyer

Example: Citizenship
Types of Lawyers

#8 Military Lawyer

Example: J.A.G. (Judge Advocate General)
Types of Lawyers

#9 Personal Injury Lawyer

Example: Construction

Toughness doesn’t always come in a pinstripe suit.

YVONNE GRIFFIN The only local, female, full-time personal injury attorney in Charlottesville concentrating in car, truck, tractor trailer, and motorcycle accident cases.

TUCKER GRIFFIN BARNES P.C.
Charlottesville 434.973.7474 | Lake Monticello 434.589.3636
www.TGBlaw.com | Inquire@TGBlaw.com
Types of Lawyers

#10 Real Estate Attorney

Example: Foreclosure